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From the time she earned her PhD, it took
almost a decade for Elizabeth Freeland to
get where she is now, crunching numbers
for the Theoretical Physics Department
on the third floor of Wilson Hall. After
receiving her doctorate in condensed-
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matter physics from Johns Hopkins
University in 1996, Freeland took a five-
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year career break for motherhood before
turning back to the field. She was met
with a series of hurdles built by her
absence. "There's this mindset that if you
take time to do anything but physics, then
you're not serious," Freeland said.
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Geography limited Freeland's initial job
search. Her husband, also a physicist,
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children, and she says she didn't want to
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professional one. So in 1999, the couple
started a family. "I didn't want to have
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children when I was 40," Freeland said. "I
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wanted to have them in my late 20s or

Rich Ruthe

broad experience, Ruthe has identified
the following guidelines for preventing
injuries:
Think it through - Before you begin a
task, take a few seconds to review the
process. Do I really understand the
steps? What could go wrong? Do I have
everything I need?
Use the right tool - Using the wrong tool
is a good way to get hurt. Poor task
preparation or on the spot improvisation
can lead to incorrect tool selection. In
accident investigations, personal pocket
knives are commonly identified as misued
tools.
Report work injuries - Little injuries can
become big injuries if ignored. If a work
activity causes you pain, discuss this with
your supervisor, ES&H organization
and/or the Medical Department. In most
cases, work processes can be modified to
eliminate discomfort.
Take it home - Many of the ES&H
principles you learn at work can be
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early 30s, which is not the best time in

applied when you are off the job. And

terms of an academic or science career."

don't forget the additional opportunity to
pass on good practices to your family and
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Freeland needed research experience, so
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summer research. Although Freeland said
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the lab's staff was very supportive of her
situation, she needed a grant to support
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her research, and grants required her to
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five-year break after graduate school. As
a mother of two and a part-time physics
teacher at the School of Art Institute of
Chicago, Freeland had neither, and the
search for a grant came up empty. "If I
couldn't get a grant, I couldn't have day
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decay of subatomic particles through
numerical analysis.
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